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Purpose

• Unify Science and Spirituality

• Understand Spiritual Phenomena scientifically

• Develop More Powerful Science for Grand Unification Theories, Healing, Technology for Enlightening Humanity
Why is it urgent to unify science and spirituality?

About 300 years ago, with scientific revolution, science and religion and spirituality has gone in their separate ways.

- Science studies the phenomena that are objective. Objective phenomena do not depend on individual’s thinking, speaking, or actions.

- Spirituality studies how individual’s thought, attitude, speaking, and other actions can affect the reality.
The separation of the physical science and spirituality has contributed to cause:

- Large scale wars
- The massive destruction of nature
- Alarming growth of depression
- Unprecedented health challenges
- A deeply fragmented society
- Stagnation in advancing science
- Financial, Relationship and other challenges

This unification will play a vital role in establishing peace and harmony among different peoples, cultures, and traditions. It holds the key to understanding our existence and reality at a deeper level. It will also science and spirituality to a higher level.
It is urgent for humanity to unify science with spirituality.

Is it possible to unify science with spirituality?

How to unify science with spirituality?
Two Major Similarities
Between quantum and spiritual phenomena

1. Both have this spooky non-local effect.

Quantum Phenomena: quantum entanglement, what happens to one can instantly affect the one with which it is quantum entangled

Spiritual phenomena: direct knowing, clairvoyance, telepathy, psychokinesis, distant healing, intuition, coincidence, synchronicity.
Two Major Similarities
Between quantum and spiritual phenomena

2. Subjectivity Nature

In Quantum Physics, what kind of detectors you use and where you place your detector determines what you observe.

Spirituality studies how our own thinking, speaking, hearing, and other actions determine our reality.
Two Major Similarities
Between quantum and spiritual phenomena

Spiritual phenomena are intrinsically quantum phenomena.

Quantum physics makes it possible to study spiritual phenomena scientifically and mathematically.
How to Unify Science with Spirituality?

To Define

• Spirit or Soul
• Heart
• Mind

as physics quantities.
How to Unify Science with Spirituality?

More than 300 years ago, Issac Newton transformed the ancient and vague concepts such as force, mass, motion, and time.

↓

*Physical quantities* $F, M, V, T$

↓

*Newtonian Law of motion and gravitational law*

↓

*Consummation of scientific revolution*
Mathematical definition of Energy

In the nineteenth century, physicists further gave a mathematical definition as a physical quantity for

“vigor” and “intensity”

↓

Energy

↓

Industrial Revolution
In 1948, Claude E. Shannon gave the mathematical definition of information

Invention of information theory

Information revolution

Information Age
To unify science with spirituality, we need to:

Define soul, heart, and mind as physical quantities

Unify science and spirituality

Bring Humanity to a New Era
How to define soul, heart, and mind as physics quantities?

Overview Quantum Physics

Everything is made of various vibrations.
It is essentially a vibrational field.
Vibration carries information, energy, and matter.
It can be mathematically expressed by wave function.

The wave function describes what kind of quantum waves are inside our vibrational field and the possibilities to stay at each vibration.
How to define soul, heart, and mind as physics quantities?

Soul: the quantum information carried in a vibrational field.

Heart: the receiver of quantum information of the vibrational field.

Mind: the processor of the quantum information of the vibrational field.

Energy: the ability to do work, such as lifting a weight.

Matter: everything we can measure about everyone and everything, such as weight, length, height, charge, electric field, and other physical properties. Matter is everything we observe.
The definition of soul, heart, and mind as physics quantities

• Everyone and everything has soul, heart, and mind

• Soul as quantum information has the ability to teleport, to have direct knowing, clairvoyance, telepathy, psychokinesis, distant healing, intuition, coincidence, synchronicity.

• Heart as the receiver or detector plays a crucial role in determining what reality we observe.
Manifestation Process

Soul
↓
Heart
↓
Mind
↓
Energy
↓
Matter
What is Divine?

Divine is the quantum field that contains everything and everyone.

Divine is quantum entangled with everything and everyone. Because divine is quantum entangled with everything and everyone, divine knows and can do anything instantly. Cultivating the relationship with divine is important for the success of every aspect of our life. It is one of the most important spiritual practice.
Karma Law

1. Our own thinking, hearing, speaking, smelling, emotions, and other actions determines our reality we observe.

2. What we are experiencing in our spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical bodies, as well as in the successes and failures in our relationships and in our finances, is what we and our ancestors have given to others in the past.
Soul Healing

• Change the vibrational field
• Remove negative karma
• Remove negative information or input or invoke good information
• Can be instant and distant
• Can be done simultaneously to many people
• Miraculous
• Can heal every aspect of lives
Tao Source Physics

1. Law of Karma

2. Law of Tao Yin-Yang Creation

3. Law of Shen Qi Jing He Yi, $S + E + M = 1$
Conclusion

Unification of Science and Spirituality

1. It Is Possible
2. Uplift both science and spirituality to a higher level
3. Uplift humane potential, meaning and purpose of life, and abilities to a level beyond our current comprehension
4. More powerful technologies and healing modalities
5. Bring Love, Peace and Harmony to Humanity